Safety Propaganda: To create awareness among rail users and general public. Public Awareness campaigns are being conducted through Audio / Video programs at various locations like Bus Stations, Bus Depots, Villages and Melas regularly. During the current year so far (end of Feb.2015) **62000** people including school bus staff, RTC staff, jeep/Auto drivers, Tractor Drivers, Two wheeler drivers, College Students & School children were counseled.

**SAFETY AWARENESS PROGRAMME**  SHRI RAMALINGESWARA SWAMY TEMPLE AT RAMESWARAM NEAR SHNR STATION DURING SIVARATRI CELEBRATIONS ON 27.02.2014 to 28-02-2014. & 17-2-15 to 18-2-15

---

SAFETY AWARENESS PROGRAMME AT SHRI SIDHI RAMESWARA SWAMY LORD SIVA TEMPLE NEAR BHIKNUR STATION DURING BRAHMOTSAVAM JATARA ON 24.03.2014 & 25-03-2014.

---

SAFETY AWARENESS PROGRAMME AT SHRI SITA RAMA KALYANA MAHOTSAVAM AT KAMAREDDI STATION DURING SRIRAMANAVAMI ON 08.04.2014

---

SAFETY PROPAGANDA AT BEACHPALLI.  **Hoardings on Fire safety at stations** (i.e. BSX, NZB, KMC, MJF, On 06/11/14KCG, MBNR, GWD & KRNT),

---

---
Mass Safety Awareness Programme conducted at Rameshwaram Shiva Temple near SHNR station from 17.2.15 to 18.2.15 (total 32000 public counseled)